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High-fidelity laser-free universal control of 
trapped ion qubits

R. Srinivas1,2,8 ✉, S. C. Burd1,2,9, H. M. Knaack1,2, R. T. Sutherland3,4,5, A. Kwiatkowski1,2, 
S. Glancy1, E. Knill1,6, D. J. Wineland1,2,7, D. Leibfried1, A. C. Wilson1, D. T. C. Allcock1,2,7 & 
D. H. Slichter1 ✉

Universal control of multiple qubits—the ability to entangle qubits and to perform 
arbitrary individual qubit operations1—is a fundamental resource for quantum 
computing2, simulation3 and networking4. Qubits realized in trapped atomic ions 
have shown the highest-fidelity two-qubit entangling operations5–7 and single-qubit 
rotations8 so far. Universal control of trapped ion qubits has been separately 
demonstrated using tightly focused laser beams9–12 or by moving ions with respect to 
laser beams13–15, but at lower fidelities. Laser-free entangling methods16–20 may offer 
improved scalability by harnessing microwave technology developed for wireless 
communications, but so far their performance has lagged the best reported 
laser-based approaches. Here we demonstrate high-fidelity laser-free universal 
control of two trapped-ion qubits by creating both symmetric and antisymmetric 
maximally entangled states with fidelities of 1−0.0017

+0  and 0.9977−0.0013
+0.0010, respectively (68 

per cent confidence level), corrected for initialization error. We use a scheme based on 
radiofrequency magnetic field gradients combined with microwave magnetic fields 
that is robust against multiple sources of decoherence and usable with essentially any 
trapped ion species. The scheme has the potential to perform simultaneous 
entangling operations on multiple pairs of ions in a large-scale trapped-ion quantum 
processor without increasing control signal power or complexity. Combining this 
technology with low-power laser light delivered via trap-integrated photonics21,22 and 
trap-integrated photon detectors for qubit readout23,24 provides an opportunity for 
scalable, high-fidelity, fully chip-integrated trapped-ion quantum computing.

In trapped-ion systems, the entangling interactions required for univer-
sal control typically rely on an effective qubit–qubit coupling mediated 
by the shared motion of the ions25–29. Realizing this coupling requires 
control fields at the ions’ positions that have strong spatial gradients on 
the length scale of the ions’ zero-point motion (usually a few nanome-
tres), commonly generated using laser light with wavelengths of a few 
hundred nanometres. Laser light can also be tightly focused to illumi-
nate specific ions, providing individual qubit control30. Laser-based uni-
versal control9–12 and two-qubit entanglement generation31,32 in trapped 
ion qubits have been demonstrated, with refs. 5–7 reporting fidelities for 
symmetric Bell states of 0.9989(7), 0.9992(4) and 0.9994(3) (68% confi-
dence level), respectively, where the results in refs. 5,6 are corrected for 
errors not induced by the entangling operation. These results represent 
the current state of the art for any quantum system. The achievements 
in refs. 5–7,9–12 relied on specialized high-performance laser systems, and 
the record fidelities in refs. 5,6 were limited primarily by off-resonant 
photon scattering33, whereas ref. 7 was limited by laser intensity and 
phase noise. Laser-free trapped-ion entangling operations, which 

eliminate these sources of error, have been proposed16–18 and demon-
strated using microwave-frequency19,20,34,35 or static36,37 magnetic field 
gradients. Individual laser-free addressing can be achieved using spatial 
gradients of magnetic or electric fields36,38–40 instead of focused laser 
beams. However, the highest-fidelity laser-free entangling interac-
tions so far19,20 have approximately three to five times larger corrected 
Bell-state infidelities than the laser-based interactions in refs. 5–7 and 
are more than an order of magnitude slower.

Here we demonstrate a new laser-free entangling method using an 
oscillating near-field radiofrequency magnetic field gradient, achiev-
ing a symmetric Bell-state fidelity of 1−0.0017

+0 , corrected for initialization 
error. This fidelity is statistically indistinguishable from the 
highest-fidelity laser-based demonstrations, and the entangling oper-
ation is about four times faster than the previous highest-fidelity 
laser-free demonstrations. Our scheme is intrinsically robust to deco-
herence of both the ions’ qubit41 and motional42 states, and enables the 
individual qubit addressing required for universal control using the 
same radiofrequency control fields that perform the entangling 
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interaction. We use this universal control to create antisymmetric Bell 
states—which requires individual qubit control—with a fidelity of 
0.9977−0.0013

+0.0010, corrected for initialization error, which is, to the best of 
our knowledge, the highest so far in any qubit platform.

The entangling operation relies on control signals at three frequen-
cies, as shown in Fig. 1a. A strong magnetic field gradient with amplitude 
152(15) T m−1 oscillating at frequency ωg = 2π × 5 MHz, close to the fre-
quency ωr of one of the ions’ out-of-phase radial (transverse to the trap 
axis) motional modes at ωr ≈ 2π × 6.9 MHz, is combined with two addi-
tional weaker microwave magnetic fields, symmetrically detuned by 
δ from the qubit frequency ∼ω ≈ 2π × 1.326 GHz0 , which is shifted from 
its nominal value of ω0 by residual magnetic fields oscillating at ωg. 
Previous laser-free entanglement demonstrations have required two 
high-power signals at gigahertz (rather than megahertz) frequencies 
to generate large gradients19,20,34, or eight microwave fields (four per 
qubit) along with a strong static magnetic field gradient37.

Choosing δ = (ωr − ωg)/2 + Δ/2, where ≪Δ ω ω| | | − |r g  is a small fre-
quency offset, the slowly rotating terms generate the interaction41 
(Supplementary Information)
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which is used to implement a geometric phase gate26–29, entangling the 
ion states via their shared motion with an effective σ σˆ ˆz z1 2 coupling. Here 
Ωg and Ωμ are proportional to the amplitude of the radiofrequency 
gradient and the microwave fields, respectively41,43, Jn is the nth Bessel 
function of the first kind, the Pauli operator σ̂zi acts on ion i, a a(̂ ˆ )†  are 
the annihilation (creation) operators for the ions’ selected motional 
mode, ħ is the reduced Planck’s constant, and t is the interaction dura-
tion. By tuning the amplitude Ωμ of the two microwave fields to an 
appropriate value (an ‘intrinsic dynamical decoupling’ or ‘IDD’ point), 
the qubits are dynamically decoupled from dephasing noise at frequen-
cies well below δ, without requiring any additional control fields41. The 
microwave fields modulate the qubit state such that the effect of 
low-frequency dephasing noise on the qubit is multiplied by a prefac-
tor of J0(4Ωμ/δ); the IDD points occur when Ωμ is set such that 
J0(4Ωμ/δ) = 0. We can also interleave the application of the interaction 
in equation (1) with a sequence of global qubit π pulses. These pulses 
suppress errors due to static or slowly varying (relative to 1/Δ) qubit 
frequency offsets, which are proportional to σ̂zi and thus commute 
with the entangling interaction (see Supplementary Information). 
These same π pulses simultaneously implement Walsh modulation, 
which provides robustness to static offsets and slowly varying (relative 
to 1/Δ) drifts in the motional frequency or in the control field amplitudes 
(Supplementary Information)42. This combination of techniques yields 
an entangling interaction with substantial protection against decoher-
ence of both the qubit and the ion motion, as well as experimental 
miscalibrations. Although our method can also generate an effective 
σ σˆ ˆy y1 2 interaction41 with a different choice of δ, such an interaction 
would not commute with σ̂zi errors and is therefore less desirable.

The experimental setup is similar to that in ref. 43, with radiofrequency 
and microwave control currents, as well as trapping voltages, applied 
to electroplated gold electrodes on a surface-electrode trap as shown 
in Fig. 1b. The trap is cooled to about 15 K, and we perform our opera-
tions on two 25Mg+ ions held approximately 30 μm above the trap  
surface. We use the F m= 3, = 3⟩ ≡ ↓⟩F  and F m= 2, = 2⟩ ≡ ↑⟩F  states 
within the ions’ S2

1/2 ground-state hyperfine manifolds as our qubit 
states, where F is the total angular momentum and mF is its projection 
along the quantization axis defined by a 21.3 mT static magnetic field. 
We present complete details of the experimental setup in the Supple-
mentary Information.

Our scheme requires a magnetic-field-sensitive qubit transition, so 
the qubit coherence time is limited by magnetic field fluctuations. We 
investigate the performance of IDD, which should reduce the impacts 
of such fluctations, by observing the qubit coherence of a single ion in 
a spin-echo experiment without applying the oscillating gradient. We 
compare two cases: either no fields are applied during the spin-echo 
arms, or we apply two microwave fields, symmetrically detuned 
about the qubit frequency by δ, during both arms of the spin echo. 
The amplitudes of these fields are set to the IDD point Ωμ/δ ≈ 0.601, 
where J0(4Ωμ/δ) = 0 and the effects of low-frequency dephasing noise 
are thus suppressed41. Figure 2a shows that including IDD during the 
spin-echo arms increases the spin-echo coherence time by more than 
an order of magnitude. As the gradient at ωg is not being applied, 
these microwave fields realize IDD but do not drive qubit-motion  
coupling.

Our entangling operation ideally transforms the initial state ↓↓⟩ to 
the symmetric Φ i⟩ ≡ ( ↓↓⟩ + ↑↑⟩)1

2
 Bell state. We generate this en -

tangling operation by applying the gradient and microwave fields as 
shown in Fig. 1a, using a sequence of eight pulses of simultaneously 
applied radiofrequency and microwave currents, interleaved with five 
qubit π pulses, and a π/2 pulse at the beginning and end of the sequence 
(Supplementary Fig. 2). This entire operation has a total duration of 
740 μs (Supplementary Information). To achieve the highest fidelities, 
we sideband-cool31 both the motional mode used for the entangling 
operation and the out-of-phase axial mode beforehand (Supplementary 
Information).
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Fig. 1 | Experimental setup. a, Spectrum of applied currents. We apply 
currents with an approximately 1 A peak at ωg = 2π × 5 MHz, close to the ions’ 
motional frequency ωr = 2π × 6.9 MHz, to create a magnetic field gradient at the 
ions (Supplementary Information). We also apply two much weaker currents 
(tens of milliamperes peak), symmetrically detuned by δ ≈ (ωr − ωg)/2 from the 
qubit frequency ∼ω ≈ 2π × 1.326 GHz0 , to generate the entangling interaction. We 
indicate the motional mode and qubit frequencies with dashed arrows.  
b, Three-dimensional perspective view of the central region of the 
surface-electrode ion trap (not to scale). For these experiments, we trap two 
25Mg+ ions approximately 30 μm above the trap surface. The megahertz and 
gigahertz currents used to generate the entangling interaction are driven 
along the qubit control electrodes (green, numbered 1–3) and create magnetic 
fields and field gradients transverse to the trap axis, whereas the confining 
potential is created by oscillating and static voltages applied to the purple and 
grey trapping electrodes, respectively. We adjust the orientation of the 
transverse modes (Supplementary Information) to maximize the magnetic 
field gradient along the mode at ωr. We can apply static electric fields to rotate 
the ion crystal slightly with respect to the qubit control electrodes (inset), such 
that the two ions experience different a.c. Zeeman shifts from the magnetic 
field at ωg. The same ion crystal configuration can be used both for 
entanglement and individually addressed control.
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The fidelity of the prepared state is determined by a parity analysis 
method44 (Supplementary Information). We measure the probabilities 
P0, P1 and P2 of finding 0, 1 or 2 ions in ↓⟩, respectively, either immedi-
ately after the entangling sequence, or after a subsequent π/2 analysis 
pulse with a variable phase. In the latter case, we determine the parity 
P0 + P2 − P1 as a function of the analysis pulse phase as shown in Fig. 3a. 
We use these data to determine the Bell-state fidelity using maximum 
likelihood estimation.

To characterize the performance of the entangling operation, we 
seek to estimate the fidelity with which the operation could create a 
Bell state from a pure unentangled input state. As the experimental 
input states were not perfectly pure, we correct our reported Bell-state 
fidelities for initialization outside the { ↓⟩, ↑⟩} manifold that occurs 
with probability 3.5(2) × 10−3 per qubit (Supplementary Information). 
Owing to statistical uncertainty in both the raw fidelity estimate (which 
is constrained to be between 0 and 1) and the estimate of the state ini-
tialization error, it is possible to calculate a corrected fidelity greater 
than 1, in which case we truncate the estimate to the physical maximum 
of 1. We recorded multiple independent datasets while adjusting exper-
imental parameters to optimize the fidelity. To avoid selection bias in 
choosing which dataset to report, we divided each dataset in half deter-
ministically and used the extracted fidelity of one half as a ‘trigger’. The 

fidelities reported here are determined by selecting the dataset with 
the highest ‘trigger’ fidelity and reporting the fidelity estimated only 
from the other half of that dataset. To characterize the uncertainty in 
the estimated fidelity, we performed bootstrapping of the data. Analy-
sis details are presented in the Supplementary Information.

The estimated fidelity of the state produced (ideally Φ⟩) for the data-
set with the highest ‘trigger’ fidelity, corrected for the initialization error, 
was 1. From the distribution of bootstrapped fidelities, we determined 
a 68% confidence interval on the fidelity of [0.9983, 1] and a median 
bootstrap fidelity of 1. As an additional cross-check, we calculated the 
fidelity using an unbiased linear estimator instead of the maximum 
likelihood parity analysis, obtaining consistent results (Supplementary 
Information). In Fig. 3b, we compare the Bell-state fidelity and confidence 
interval to those of the highest-fidelity entangled states generated by 
laser-based5–7 and laser-free19,20 methods. We estimate that the leading 
sources of infidelity are decoherence of the ion motion such as motional 
dephasing, motional frequency drifts and motional heating, giving a 
total estimated infidelity of approximately 7 × 10−4, on the basis of inde-
pendent calibrations and numerical simulations (Supplementary Infor-
mation). These errors are consistent with the experimental results given 
the uncertainty in the fidelity estimate. The motional errors could in 
principle be reduced further by increasing the interaction strength, 
performing a gate sequence with more phase-space loops or by using 
more complicated phase-space trajectories45. Future work will aim to 
reduce the uncertainty in the fidelity estimate and to characterize the 
entangling interaction using randomized benchmarking46,47.

We also investigate the entangling operation’s robustness to qubit 
frequency offsets ε that cause errors of the form σ̂ħε

zi2 , which commute 
with the interaction in equation (1). The π pulses in the gate sequence 
and the IDD should both provide protection against such errors. To 
characterize this effect, we intentionally add a common offset to the 
frequencies of the detuned microwave fields with respect to the qubit 
frequency, then perform the entangling interaction and measure the 
Bell-state fidelity, keeping all other parameters constant. As shown in 
Fig. 2b, the Bell-state infidelity remains below 10−2 for frequency offsets 
up to ±200 kHz.

This insensitivity to qubit frequency offsets enables individual 
addressing of the ions in frequency space without compromising entan-
glement fidelity. Individual addressing of trapped ion qubits has been 
demonstrated previously using tightly focused laser beams9–12,30, and 
without lasers using static magnetic field gradients36,39,48 and oscillat-
ing magnetic field gradients40,49 at gigahertz frequencies. In our system, 
the currents at ωg in the three-qubit control electrodes give rise to a 
magnetic field with a strong spatial gradient, but nearly zero field 
amplitude along the quantization axis, at the ion positions. The resid-
ual magnetic field at ωg induces an a.c. Zeeman shift on the qubit tran-
sition frequency (Supplementary Information). We apply static electric 
fields to rotate the ion crystal slightly with respect to the trap axis 
(Fig. 1b, inset), such that the two ions experience different a.c. Zeeman 
shifts when the drive at ωg is applied; we choose the ion positions to 
produce a differential shift of approximately 20 kHz (we use this same 
ion crystal configuration when performing entangling operations). 
The differential a.c. Zeeman shift generates differential phase evolution 
of the two qubits, enabling universal control when combined with 
global control pulses. For example, we can flip the spin of one of the 
two qubits using a spin-echo sequence of approximately 70 μs duration 
(Supplementary Information). With this individual control of our 
qubits, we transform the symmetric entangled state Φ  into an antisym-
metric entangled state Ψ ⟩− :

⇒Φ i Ψ⟩ =
1
2

( ↓↓⟩ + ↑↑⟩) ⟩ =
1
2

( ↓↑⟩ − ↑↓⟩). (2)−

After creating the antisymmetric state Ψ ⟩− , we measure the ion popu-
lations and parity as before. As Ψ ⟩−  is invariant under global rotations, 
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Fig. 2 | Robustness of entangling operation. a, Single-ion qubit coherence 
with and without IDD. We plot spin-echo contrast as a function of the total 
duration of both spin-echo arms. The data are shown either with (purple 
circles) or without (orange diamonds) application of microwave fields tuned to 
the IDD point during the spin-echo arms. b, Symmetric Bell-state infidelity 
versus qubit frequency offset. The qubit frequency is offset from the midpoint 
between the two microwave drive tones. For offsets of up to ±200 kHz, the 
symmetric Bell-state infidelity is still less than 10−2, demonstrating the 
robustness of the entangling operation to such offsets, or to differences 
between the frequencies of the qubits. The data in b were taken separately from 
the highest-fidelity data reported in the main text, and the entangling 
operation fidelity was not fully optimized. Error bars in both panels indicate 
68% confidence intervals.
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we observe a constant parity as a function of the analysis pulse phase, 
as shown in Fig. 3a. We use the same ‘trigger’ technique as before to 
choose the reported dataset, which has a Ψ ⟩−  Bell-state fidelity of 0.9977, 
again corrected for the initialization error on ↓↓⟩; to the best of our 
knowledge, this is the highest reported fidelity in any platform for such 
an antisymmetric Bell state. Bootstrapping yields a 68% confidence 
interval for the Bell-state fidelity of [0.9964, 0.9987], with a median 
bootstrap (Supplementary Information) fidelity of 0.9976. We do not 
correct for any error in the individual addressing operation in this 
fidelity estimate. Imperfect calibration of the required duration and 
phase of the individual addressing operation, an effect that could be 
mitigated by use of a composite pulse sequence, may account for the 
reduced fidelity compared with our symmetric entangled state.

Our results highlight the potential of laser-free techniques for 
universal control of trapped ion qubits for quantum computing and 
simulation. This technology offers potential advantages for scaling of 
trapped-ion quantum processors by enabling entangling operations 

to be carried out simultaneously in multiple trapping zones50 in a mul-
tizone ion trap16,51, as the control currents can produce the necessary 
gradients and fields in multiple zones at the same time. The entangle-
ment of any particular group of ions could be enabled simply by adjust-
ing the trap confinement in that zone with static potentials applied to 
local trapping electrodes, shifting the motional mode frequency of 
each zone in or out of resonance with the entangling interaction. The 
ability to perform many entangling operations simultaneously may 
reduce or eliminate the speed penalty relative to laser-based opera-
tions, which are often performed serially on different sets of ions due 
to laser power constraints. The tolerance of our laser-free method to 
drifts or offsets in driving parameters, as well as other sources of deco-
herence, relaxes the requirements for the fields to be exactly the same 
across all zones, and the scheme does not rely on carefully tuned trap 
electrode dimensions to achieve high fidelity20,35. Changes in the local 
trapping potentials can also be used to select which ions are temporarily 
frequency-shifted for individual qubit control. Entanglement between 
qubits in different ion species could be achieved by adding another 
pair of weak microwave tones for each different qubit frequency; 
any magnetic-field-sensitive Zeeman or hyperfine qubit transition 
can be used. These features may enable a new large-scale, multizone 
ion-trap quantum computing architecture using a two-ion-species 
qubit/helper design, where all qubit operations aside from ion loading 
are carried out with radiofrequency or microwave signals, along with 
microwatt-scale laser beams for the helper species. These laser beams 
could be delivered efficiently to all zones using integrated optics21,22. 
With the addition of trap-integrated photon detectors for qubit read-
out23,24 and trap-integrated circuitry to generate confining potentials52, 
it may be possible to realize a large-scale, fully integrated, high-fidelity 
trapped-ion quantum processor with no need for free-space optical 
access and dramatically reduced electrical interconnect requirements. 
Laser-free mixed-species entanglement may also be useful for molecu-
lar53 or highly charged ions54, or trapped electrons55 or positrons, where 
suitable optical transitions for quantum logic operations may not be 
readily available.
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